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ABSTRACT
These workshop materials are designed to assist

technologists in coping with handicapped students in their programs.
They contain information on the characteristics of handicapped
persons, and some of the psychological and legal considerations that

`.:form the background from which the students come; and they focus on
:developing insight that will help instructors to prOvide a better
program for handicapped students. Thel materials Consist of four

'''learning experiences, with self-checking tests for each experience.
',Iiearning experience 1 exploies the characteristics of handicapping
'conditions and the psychological factors associated with them;
-learning experience 2 provides an orthopedically handicapped
simulation: learning experience 3 discusses learning disabilities and
includes a sample of how a reading-disabled student views a text
zelection: and learning experience 4 provides a simulation of visual
impairment. (KC)
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A MODEL PLAN TO SERVE THE HANDICAPPED STUDENT IN

TECHNOLOGY - A SENSITIZED ExPERIENCE.

As we know, moat public school systems are moving towards

serving the handicapped and disadvantaged students in regular class-

room settings. It is being called mainstreaming. With a national

focus on serving the students with special needs the question seems

to be, what are we doing in Technology for this special group of

students? In asking what are we doing, we may need to interject

what are we able to do. Some personal observations.lead.me to pose

some serious questions. My observation was that over 902 of the

teachers I interviewed for a teaching position for handicapped

students who had a degree in special education, either had a relative

who was handicapped or they were "close" to someone who was handi-

capped.

My questions then became: 1) did early association with handi-

capped persons develop empathy among these teachers for working with

handicapped persons? 2) how will teachers who have not had exposure

to handicapped students respond when they are placed in their class-

rooms? 3) what strategies may be employed to develop the affective

domain in order to assist teachers in working with handicapped

students.

At this point in time, we are unable to definitively answer

questions 1 and 2 for teachers of technology courses, but we feel

that in question 3, strategies are available to assist technologist

ii coping with non-traditional students in their programs.
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Hopefully, through this workshop we will be able to direct your focus

towards the characteristics of the handicapped population, some of

the psychological and legal considerations that form the back ground

from which the students come. And finally, we hope to sensitize

you to some of these handicapping conditions, thus providing for

you insight that will better able you to provide a rewarding academic

program for handicapped students in technology.

Our first learning experience, of which we will have four, is

to provide for you strategies for determining the need for technology

programs that serve handicapped students population.
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LEARNING EXPERIER

ENABLING OBJECTirf

Determine the need for Technology Programs that
serve handicapped student populations (i.e., charac-
teristics of the population: social, psychological,
and legal consideration; etc.).

READ Read the "Information Sheet", pp. 1 - 6.

FEEDBACK

FROM:

Demonstrate knowledge of the need for Technology Pro-
grams for handicapped students, based upon the character
of the population; social, psychological., andlegal con-
siderations; etc., by completing the "Self - Check ", p. 9.

Evaluate your competency by comparing your completed
"Self-Check" with the "Model Answers", p. 10;

Chisman, A.M., et. al.
"Planning Vocational Education Programs for the Disad-
vantaged and Handicapped". 'Competency -Based Administra-
tor. Education Project, Division of Vocatlinal and
Technical Education, Virginia Polytechnic Institute
and State University, Blackburg, Va. 76 pp. ERIC 1978.
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INFORMATION SHEET
SERVING HANDICAPPED STUDENT POPULATIONS

Just as needs assessments and community surveys are conducted

to establish instructional priorities for disadvantaged students, the

same steps should be taken in the initial planning stage of designing

technology programs for handicapped learners. Prior to need assess-

ments, careful consideration should be given to the development of

criteria for identifying handicapped students. This information

sheet includes identification criteria for handicapped students and

a discussion of some social, psychological, and legal considerations

necessary in determing the need for technology programs that serve

handicapped student populations.

Criteria for Identification of Handicapped Students

The Federal Register (1970) defines "handicapped persons' as

persons who are:

mentally retarded, hard of hearing, deaf, speech impaired,
visually handicapped, seriously emotionally disturbed,
crippled, or other health impaired persons who by reason
of their handicapped condition cannot succeed in a vocational
education program designed for persons without such handicaps
and who for that reason require special educational assistance
or a modified vocational education program.

Handicapped vocational education students must be identified

and a documentation maintained in the school files. In order for a

student to be identified as handicapped, he or she must meet one or

more of the following conditions:

a. Trainable Mentally Retarded: Rate of intellectual develop-
ment approximately 25 to 50 percent of normal.
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b. Educable Mentally Retarded: Rate of intellectual
development is approximately 45 to 75 percent of
normal.

c. Hard of Hearing: Individual can hear and understand
speech, but with difficulty.

d. Deaf: Even with amplification of sound provided with hearin
aid, the individual is unable to hear and recognize all
speech sounds.

e. Speech Impaired: These individuals have speech patterns
that differ from the normal to an extent which is noticable.

f. Visually Impaired: These individuals are severely limited
in their ability to see.

g. Emotionally Disturbed: Individuals with this handicap
suffer from psychiatric distrubances which limit their
ability to govern their own behavior.

h. Orthopedically Handicapped (Crippled): These individuals
have a limited ability in self-mobility, sitting in a class-
room, and/or using materials or using materials or equipment
for a learning because of muscular, skeletal, neuro-mus-
cular, impairment.

i. Learning Disability: Individuals with this handicap exhibit
a disorder in one or more basic psychological processes
involved in the understanding or using spoken or written
language. These processes may be manifested in disorder of
listening, thinking, talking, reading, writing, spelling,
or simple computing.

j. Other Health Impaired: This group of individuals has a
limited strength, vitality, and alertness because of chronic
health problems such as heart conditions, tuberculosis,
rheumatic fever, nephritis, infectious mononucleosis, asthma
hemophilia, epilepsy, leukemia, diabetes, and other illness'

The Use of Psychological Services

The Merrill Area Public Schools Faculty Handbook for

Psychological Services (1976) states that a great majority of

children are referred to school psychologists because of learning

problems such as:

1. A child having normal or above average intelligence
but who presents general or specific learning problems.

7
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2. A. child who does not make gains after specs 1 remedial
itiading instruction.

3. 1 chlId.with,speech difficulties which do not respond to
therapy.

4. A child. who'foxitaskpArilimiart.
_4***00,441041rOarell

.

ch*08,4040"100$60

5. 'W..cisti*AtheiOwilselitfiriaggoaggraysting't10kis teacher
mm4,'Ommemmtleikaeless--excessivir-atiention or
being-ovetl*dapaa4agio...

6. A clsilotidiwAkalotswgaiteAilargarsalene:,in-group,situation.

7. A 4410:4104:0slittar'eritary or who turns his books
ups dovnoos Wdosimansualiibeittons-when reading or writing.

8. A child,:whoaq4rAnts are requesting his early admittance
to scho01,'.-

A child Whose group intelItgencetost data seems.invaSid'
or contrary Ito leacher expectations.

104 A 'child who-is tardy frequently or who misses much school
for minor illnesses.

11. A ihild'whoserchswint, stuttering, temper tantrums, or
crying ppellw-aPpeir-to,be related to a frustrated desire
for perfection.

12. A child who seems chronically unhappy even though docile.

In order to alleviate some of the learning problems of handi-

capped students, the Herrill,Areallublic:AfehOotti Handbook stated

that the school psychologist is-prepared to:

1. Assist school personnel to understand the child's educational
and personelity disabilities through the use of psychological
tests and assessments,

2. Interpret the findings of psychological studies and to
interpret an euggest-plans,for.the.effective instruction
and management of. the-child.

3. Study the incidence, of school children with psychological
problems and suggest ways in which the school program may
be modified in accordance with such findings.
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4. Consult with school administi.. ors and interpret findings
from the fields of psychology and le....Tuirm theory that may
assist in development of curriculum plans and educational
policies.

5. Initiate and conduct research as well as designing research
which has implications for the school program.

6. Serve as the liaison person between the school and community
agencies and personnel interested in psychological matters
and utilizing school psycholigist findings in their work
with children.

According to Elaine Trudeau's Legal Provision for Deliverx

of Educational Services.on a Cooperative Basis to Handicapped

Children (1973, pp. 1-2)," the State-Federal Information Clearinghousc

for Exceptional Children after analyzing laws and regulatory material

relating to the delivery of special educational services on a

regional basis have isolated several organizational patterns which

are used individually and/or simultaneously".

The first pattern is tuition contracting. School districts

have quasi-corporate powers including the ability to enter into

contracts. A small school district may be able to provide a program

for children with low incidence handicapping conditions such as

visual impairment and may contract with a neighboring school district

or agency for this special program. Through a contract, two or more

small districts may continue efforts, usually selecting one district

to establish and operate the program.

Secondly, the regional approach extends a step beyond tuition

contracting. New York's Board of Cooperative Educationtional

Services (BOCES) is an example of this approach. In addition to

contractual authority, governing bodies of school districts in

New York may contract with BOCES units. BOCES units, in addition

9
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to providing special educational ,service, may also pLuvide other

services such as teachers of art, music, physical education, vocation.

education data processing, and vocational programming.

There exists a wide differential among states regarding the

legal base granted to local education agencies to conduct programs

using any of education's approaches. Approximately 20% of the states

have minimal guidelines. In Alabama, Mississippi, New Mexico, and

Rhode Island the law merely states that districts which cannot sup-

port their own programs may join together to provide services for the

handicapped. How districts are to do this, the powers they have

once joined, and other administrative matters are not delineated

in the law or regulations. Other states such as Louisiana and

West Virginia grant to their local education agencies the authority

to purchase special educational services from other districts. One

state, Nevada, assumes the districts will not want to join together

because of geographic and population differentials, but state law

and regulations do not prohibit these unions.

Conversely, many states have detailed laws and regulations.

States such as California, Indiana. Minnesota, Missouri, Wisconsin,

and New Jersey spell out policy in many areas including administra-

tion responsibility and the types of services and programs to be

offered. In some states such as Minnesota, a special intermediate

school district may be formed only after a referendum in the concern

districts.
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Tennessee's school districts may perform all or part of its special

education functions by participation in a special services association

This association is established by a resolution of each of the govern-

ing bodies of the participating districts. This association then

makes policy and provides services for the entire geographic area

covered by the participating school districts.

Trudeau (1973) states further that a third form of regionali-

zation is the regional education service center as found in Texas.

Provision is made for instructional materials, distribution, con-

sulative assistance, in-service training, and other special service

needs of local school districts.

In many states, the county is used as the regional base for

establishing cooperative service programs. Wisconsin, for example,

provides for the establishment of handicapped children's education

boards on a county level.

Tht fourth form of regionalization is the voluntary association

of school districts to deliver special services. This arrangement,

commonly called the cooperative either directly or through its

constituent districts, develops policies guiding the delivery of

services, selective of personnel, and financing. In this manner,

school districts voluntarily join to form an agency they collectively

regulate. Cooperatives are organized to make special services

available as a result of the desire of member school districts.
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The special district is another alternaive. While limitation

of functions may be specified, it operates with the same powers and

responsibilities as any school district. The special district differs

in that its special purpose is to focus upon the delivery of a

specific educational service. The district'is a legally constituted

unit responsible for its own policies, financing, and budgeting. It

is subject only to legal limitations and the responsiveness of its

patrons.
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SELF-CHECK
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Directions: For each of the statements below, indicate your agree-
ment with a "T" for a statement you believe to be true
or an "F" for a statement you believe to be false in
the space to the left of each statement.

1. Handicapped students must meet one or more of the
following conditions: (1) trainable mentally retarded,
(2) educable mentally retarded, (3) hard of hearing,
(4) deaf, (5) speech and visually impaired, (6) emotion-
aly disturbed, (7) orthopedically handicapped, (8) learn-
ing disability, and (9) other health impaired.

2. Difficulty in communicating or writing is one
criterion used to identify handicapped students.

3. The Fpfleral Register defines handicapped persons as
persois who are mentally retarded, visually handicapped,
seriously emotionally disturbed.

4. One of the organizational patterns used in the delivery
of.special education services on a regional basis is
called tuition contracting.

5. School psychologists are prepared to initiate and con-
duct research as well as design research which has
implication for the school program.

6. Approximately 502 of the states have minimal guidelines
for conducting special need programs.

7. There are only minor differences between the trainable
mentally retarded and educable mentally retarded.

8. A person with a learning disability handicap exhibits
a disorder in one or more basic psychological processes
involved in the understanding or using spoken or written
language.

9. The establishment of a regional education service center
is another form of regionalization.
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LEARNING EXPERIENCE f

This particular learning experience involves the simulation

12.

of orthopedicallly handicapped conditions. Each participant will

be involved in a simulation to experience the problem associated

with handicaps related to muscular, skeletal or neuro-muscular

impairment.

Many Industrial Technologists, as well as employers, are not

sensitive to the needs of the handicapped. I too, may have been

11:31ty .of this occurrence once or twice.

During my experience in the building trades, several of my

students had very poor motor skills--in terms of muscular impair-

ment with their hands. Although, they were not diagnosed as being

handicapped, their work would give one that indication. any of

them could not complete simple operations, such as threading a

needle or sewing a button on a swap of cloth.

There may have been many reasons for their poor performance.

RoT.Tever, after completing this learning experience, many of you

will be able to feel the frustration of one who may be muscular,

skeletal or neuromuscular impaired.

LEARNING EXPERIENCE VIII

Wow that you have some background in handicapping conditions,

we are going through a simulation of learning disabilities. If

you look at your learning module, you noticed that learning dis

abilities might include disorders in listening, thinking, talking,

reading, writing, spelling, or simple computing. Our third,

exercise will relate to reading for comprehension in order to better

understand what this type child has to cope with.

14



LEARNING'EXPERIENCE III
LEARNING DISABILITY SAMPLE

Magee Iucome earued by lador

13

Mages make ng that of iucowe from grobnctiou delougiug to those
who gerforw either weutal or ghysical lador. Mages are the grices
galb for the lador and wanageweut factors. The grice of lador in terw
of money is the valve of lador.

The price of lador is beterwlueb iu the save may as the price
of any other ecouowic good or service. Supply of and bewaud for
lador are the griwary factors that iufneuce mage rates. The supply
cousists of the morkiug force that is availableatagiveu time. The
bewaud consists of the ueeds of ewgolyers for markers.

cr)
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LEARNING EXPERIENCE #IV

This particular learning experience involves the simulation of

visually impaired conditions. Each participant will be involved in

a simulation to experience the problem associated with handicaps

related to severely limited vision.

The visually impaired person usually have talent in other areas.

For example, my observations and experience with several blind per-

sons revealed some interesting findings: (1) They are well organized

"A place for everything and everything in its place": and (2) They

are quite perceptive, in other words, they tend to be very under-

standing. Which may be because of their listening skills. And that

is something that we need to do more--listen! we hear, but we

don't listen very well.

During my graduate studies, one of my colleagues who Was blind

respond to the instructor-by saying *I see exactly what you mean'.

Obviously, his response caused quite a 'chuckle" from the class.

It should be noted that Public Law 94142 provides for the

educational assistance to all handicapped children. This act has

made quite an impact to the educational system in our country.

Research has shown that there are presently over eight million

handicapped children in the United States.

Finally, as Industrial Technologists, we have a moral responsi-

bility as well as a contractual agreement with the Federal Govern-

ment to provide educational training and skills to the handicapped.

However, we must go a step further and sensitize others to the needs

of this special group of persons.
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True-False

1. True

2. True

3. False

4. True

5. True

6. False

7. False

1. True

9. True

110DEL ANSWERS

LEARNING EXPERIENCE I

17
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CORRECT EXAMPLE
LEARNING EXPERIENCE III

WAGES - INCOME EARNED BY LAMA

Wages make up that part of in,ome from production belonging
to those who perform either mental or physical labor. Wanes are
the-prices paid for the labor and management factors. The price
of labor in terms of money is the value of labor.

The price of labor is determined in the same way as the price
of any other economic good service. Supply of an demand for labor
are the primary factors that influence wages rates. The supply
consists of the working force that is available at a given time.
The demand consists of the need of the emplo7nr.



A MODEL PLAN TO SERVE THE
HANDICAPPED STUDENT IN TECHNOLOGY: A

SENSITIZED EXPERIENCE

Learning Experience DI

Characteristics

and

Psychological

Factors

Learning
Experience DII

Orthopedically Handicapped
Simulation

syntheses
analysis, and
modification

Learning Experience DIII

Disability in Reading (LD)

Learning

Experience DIV

Visually Impaired

Simulation
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